Statement of Purpose and Implication (134 words):

Statement of Purpose and Implication:

I.*** proposes legislation to initiate the application process to Congress for a limited constitutional convention that addresses campaign finance reform. I.*** proposes an amendment to the United States Constitution for consideration by the constitutional convention, if convened, which provides certain spending and contribution limits, prohibits corporations from spending money for the purpose of influencing certain elections, requires Congress to enact certain legislation, prohibits congressional members from receiving certain compensation one year after the amendment's ratification, allows citizens a private right of action to enforce the amendment, and provides states with power to regulate the raising and spending of money in state or local elections. Approval by the electorate of I.*** would initiate the application process, but the application of two-thirds of the states are necessary to enact a convention to deliberate the proposed amendment.

Fiscal Statement (37 words):

[Initiative number] would have an unknown fiscal impact because of the unknown dates of potential future conventions to propose amendments, ratification of any proposed amendments, or the salary and travel rates for future members of the legislature.

[] YES on [initiative number]
[] NO on [initiative number]